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Shit baby.
I really don't how to say this to you.
I know I should of came to you a lot sooner, but it's
killing me inside
Knowing that I ain't ready for this
But I Love You.

Girl I, 
I gotta tell the truth, got somethin to confess to you.
Why it took me so long for me to come and talk to you.
(Baby) Would never do nothin to ever hurt you girl.
Girl you know, that I gon always love you.

Cause I really wanna prove to you
That I can be that faithful kinda lovin dude.
(I ain't ready yet girl, 
I ain't ready yet girl)
And even though your hurtin now, 
I wanna see a smile and you wear a frown
Girl.
(I ain't ready yet girl, 
I ain't ready yet girl)
But I'm a still be here for you.

I gotta fallback
Before I'm hurtin you girl.
You no at the end, you know I'm, 
I'm gonna regret that.
I'm a fall back, 
Ain't no otha girl lovin me like you do.
I'm feelin you, believe that.
I gotta fall back.
Before I mess up what I have with you.
Girl you don't understand, 
I gotta fall back.
Girl, because I got to you.

Girl, You... 
Deserve better than me
I'm hoping that you understand.
Cause we... 
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Well be together again
I'll come back a better man.
One day, You'll understand what I'm going thru, 
And look back to say I Thank You.
And Don't you think
That I don't care about you.

Cause I really wanna prove to you
That I can be that faithful kinda lovin dude.
(I ain't ready yet girl, 
I ain't ready yet girl)
And even though your hurtin now, 
I wanna see a smile and you wear a frown
Girl.
(I ain't ready yet girl, 
I ain't ready yet girl)
But I'm a still be here for you.

I gotta fallback
Before I'm hurtin you girl.
You no at the end, you know I'm, 
I'm gonna regret that.
I'm a fall back, 
Ain't no otha girl lovin me like you do.
I'm feelin you, believe that.
I gotta fall back.
Before I mess up what I have with you.
Girl you don't understand, 
I gotta fall back.
Girl, because I got to you.

Yeahhh
Because I got to
This is hard for me.
I don't Wanna leave you girl
And I hope you believe you were meant for me
Girl, if you give me sometime, 
I'm a change your mind
Girl, andI don't wanna go away
But I'll hurt you if I stay.

I gotta fallback
Before I'm hurtin you girl.
You no at the end, you know I'm, 
I'm gonna regret that.
I'm a fall back, 
Ain't no otha girl lovin me like you do.
I'm feelin you, believe that.
I gotta fall back.
Before I mess up what I have with you.
Girl you don't understand, 



I gotta fall back.
Girl, because I got to you.
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